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June 7-8 Monday, Tuesday Registration for Summer Quarter
June 9 Wednesday Classes begin
July 5 Monday Holiday
July 14 Wednesday First Term ends
July 15 Thursday Registration, Second Term




First term: June 9-July 14, inclusive.
Registration: June 9-10, 8:00 A.M.; classwork, June 11.
Second term: July 15-August 20, inclusive.
Registration: July 15, 8:00 A.M.; classwork, July 16.
Three-weeks terms:
First: June 9-June 28, inclusive.
Second: June 30-July 18, inclusive.
FALL QUARTER, 1948
Thursday Freshman Registration, Fall Quar
ter
September 16
September 21-22 Monday, Tuesday General Registration, Fall Quarter
Officers of Administration
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
Walter Strother Davis, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.,—President of the College
George William Gore, Jr., A.B., Ed.M., Ph.D.,—Dean of the College
Earl Sasser, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.,—Registrar
J. A. Welch, B.S.,—Assistant in Business Office, Suiiervisor of Physi
cal Plant
Emma P. Johnson, B.S.,—Bursar
William K. Fox, B.S., B.D., Dean of Men
Edna R. Hankal, A.B.—Dean of Women
Virginia Nyabongo, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.—Student Personnel Director
Martha M. Brown—Library Consultant
Janie Elliot—Cafeteria Consultant
Mattie B. Reed, B.S.—Dietician
Robert M. Gaines, B.S.—Cafeteria Manager
Samuel H. Freeman, B.S., M.S., M.D.—College Physician
Carr A. Treherne, B.S., M.S., M.D.—College Physician
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS AND OFFICE STAFF
Benton Adams, B.S.—Laboratory Insti-uctor
Hazel Elaine, B.S.—Secretary to Student Personnel
Maxine B. Banning—Clerk, Reg. Office
James Major Belle, B.S.—Supt. Physical Plant
William K. Brown, Tech. Auto Mechanics
Mary F. Carter, B.S., M.A.—Assistant Registrar
Evelyn Carter, B.S.—Clerk, Bursar's office
Mildred M. Cater, B.S., Executive Clerk
Sabra S. Conner, B.S.—Clerk Business Office
Mabel B. Crooks, B.S.—Secretary Division of Science
Dell S. Crowder, Tech Home Appliances, Ref.
Isabell Crowder, Nurse
Lavinia S. Dumas—Matron of Wilson Hall (Women)
Mary E. Evans, B.S.—Secretary Division of Political and Social
Science
Leon Farbes—Supt. of Maintenance Department
Corinne H. Floyd—College Nurse
Ethelyn A. Franklin—Clerk, Business Office
Johnie Cue Franklin, A.B.—Secretary to Dean
Earl L. Gary—Tech. Shoemaking
Clara M. Cleaves—Clerk Business Office
Pearl W. Gore, B.S.—Secretary to Veterans Student Aid
James A. Grant—Laboratory Assistant
Emma M. Gunn, B. S.—Secretary to Division of Education
Cecil Hardy, B.S.—Farm Manager, Coordinator
Mary R. Hardy, B.S., Director of Post Office
Ruby Harper—Secretary to Health and Physical Education
Ed Harris—Electrician
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Vera A. Howell, B.S.—Clerk, Registrar Office
Rose A. Hicks—Clerk in Business Office
Mildred A. Joyner, B.S.—Secretary to Library
Clyde J. Eincaide, B.S.—Publicity Manager of Athletics
Joseph R. Marks, B.S.—Technician, Plumbing
Catherine Maryland, B.S.—Assistant in Biology
Neal McAlpin, B.S., M.S.—Landscape Architecture
Henrietta R. McCallister, B.S.—Clerk, Business Office
Dorothy McKee, B.S.—Secretary, Business Office
Annie L. Morrison, B.A. M.S.—Matron, Single Veterans Dormitory
Rachel J. Patillo, B.S., M.S.—Director Veterans' Affairs
Irene B. Peebles, B.S.—^Laboratory Asst. Home Economics
Frances L. Prater, B.S.—Secretary to Registrar
Vema May Randals, Advisor to Day Students
Camille Robinson, B.S.—Secretary to Division of Home Economics
Nora L. Roy, B.S.—Grad. Assist, in Social Administration
John G. Sanders—Radio Technician
Rose H. Sanders, B.S.—Clerk, Registrar Office
Bennie M. Sullivan, B.S.—Secretary to President
Grady Sherrill, B.S.—^Assistant Engineer
E. Jeannette Vernon, B.S.—Stenographer-Bookkeeper
Queen Washington—College Nurse
Lena B. Watson—Director of East Hall
Arthuryne Welch, B.S., Secretary to Division of Engineering
Helyne Wilhoite, B.S., Secretary to Humanities Division
Nora I. Work, B.S.—Cashier
LIBRARY STAFF
Lillian L. Barbour—Assistant Librarian
Martha M. Brown—Library Consultant
Margaret R. Campbelle, B.S.—Assistant Reference Librarian
Lois H. Daniel, B.S., B.L.S., M.A.—Librarian
Bessie L. Kean, B.A.—Circulation Librarian
Velma S. Lowe, A.B., B.L.S.—Reference Librarian
Collye L. Riley, B.S., B.L.S.—Library Cataloguer
Modestine Young, B.S.—Reserve Librarian
Officers of Instruction
OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION
Walter S. Davis, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.—^President of the College
George W. Gore, Jr., A.B., Ed.M., Ph.D.—^Dean of the College, Director
of the Division and Professor of Education
Earl L. Sasser, A.B., M.A., Ph.D.—^Registrar
Benton Adams, B.S.—^Assistant in Drama and Art
Charity Adams, A.B., M.A.—^Acting Director of Student Personnel
Christine Alexander, B.S., M.A.—^Associate Professor of Foods and
Nutrition
Martha M. Allen, A.B., M.A.—^Instructor in Biology and Science
James K. Anthony, B.S., Instructor of Geography
Laura M. Averitte, B.S., M.S.—^Professor of English
Walter Austin, B.S., M.S.—Instructor in Agriculture Economics
Lois H. Belton, B.S., M.S.—^Instructor of Speech and English
Helena R. Black, A.B., M.A.—Instructor Modern Foreign Languages
Alger V. Boswell, A.B., M.A.—Head of Department and Professor of
Mathematics
Barbara L. Bryant, B.S.—Instructor in Health and Physical Education
Susie O. Bryant, A. B., M.A., Ph.D.—Professor of Political Science and
History
Gladys B. Butler, A.B., M.A.—Assistant Professor of Social Studies
William F. Butler, B.A., M.A.—Associate Pi-ofessor of History
Dorothy N. Campbell, A.B., M.A.—Associate Professor of Music
Hazo W. Carter, B.S., M.S.—Instructor of Agriculture
Mary F. Carter, B.S., M.A.—Instructor in English
Jordan D. Chavis, A.B., M.A.—Associate Professor of Music
Montraville I. Claiborne, A.B., M.A.—Associate Professor of
chology
Joseph C. Crofton, B.S., M.S., Assistant Pi-ofessor of Agronomy
Clinton D. Crooks, B.S., M.S.—Assistant Professor of Health
Physical Education
Hubert B. Crouch, A.B., M.S., Ph.D.—Director of the Division of
Science and Professor of Biology
Cecille E. Crump, B.S., M.A.—Associate Professor of Business Educa
tion
Lillian G. Dabney, A.B., M.A.—Professor of Education
Lois H. Daniel, B.S., B.S.L., M.S.—Head of the Department and Asso
ciate Professor of Library Service
Davis, A.B., B.S.—Technician, Department of Animal Industry
B. L. Dutton, B.S. in C.E.—Head of Department and Professor of
Engineering
Merl R. Eppse, A.B., M.A.—Director of the Division of History and
Geography and Professor of History
Leon Farbes, Instructor in Woodwork and Industrial Education
Edward Ferguson, Jr., A.B., M.S., Ph.D.—Professor of Biology
Marshall Fields, B.S.—Associate Professor of Sheet Metal
Mattye C. Flowers, A.B., M.S.—^Itinerant Teacher Trainer and Asso
ciate Professor of Home Economics Education
Psy-
and
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Walter A. Flowers, B.S., M.S.—Director of the Division and Professor
of Agriculture
J. W. Ford, B.S.—Technician, Depai-tment of Animal Industi-y
Geraldine B. Fort, B.S., M.A.—Associate Professor of Textile and
Clothing
Samuel H. Freeman, B.S., M.S., M.D.—Instructor in Health and Physi
cal Education
Mildred Gaines, B. S., M.A.—Instructor in Business Education
Earl L. Gary—Technician, Shoe Repair
Sadie C. Gasaway, B.S., M.A.—Instructor in Mathematics
Mattie L. Gordan, B.S.—Instructor in Business Education
Elliot H. Gray—Instructor in Aviation
Henry C. Hardy, B.S.—Instructor, Farm Management
*Erna B. Jones, B.S., M.S.—Director of the Division and Professor of
Home Economics Education
Hinton 0. Jones, A.B., M.A.—Instructor in English
Millicent D. Jordan, A.B., M.A.—Instructor in Speech and English
Robert H. Jordan, A.B., M.A.—Assistant Professor of Biology
Gladys R. Kellogg, A.B., M.A.—Instructor of Romance Language
Keyes, Karl Martin, B.S., M.S.—Associate Professor of Agricultural
Engineering
King, Cornelius, B.S., M.S.—Associate Director of Division and Pro
fessor of Agricultural Education
Harry E. Lash, A.B.—Assistant Instructor in Architectural Drawing
Mary E. Lee, A.B., M.Sc.—Associate Professor of Social Administra
tion
Elsie M. Lewis, A.B., M.A., Ph.D.—Professor of History
John H. Lewis, B.A.—Assistant Professor in Business
lola E. Lewis, A.B.—Insti'uctor in English
Crawford B. Lindsay, A.B., M.A.—Associate Professor of English
James U. Lowe, A.B., M.A.—Assistant Professor in Chemistry
Velnia S. Lowe, A.B., B.L.S.—Instructor in Library Service
Charity M. Mance, A.B., M.A.—Associate Professor of Education
Eunice Matthew, B.S., M.A., Ph.D.—Professor of Education
Ernest Mabins, B.S.—Technician, Welding
Neal McAlpin, B.S., M.S.—Assistant Professor of Agriculture
McDougald, Lois C., A. B., A.M.—Assistant Professor of History
Catherine McKinney, B.S.—Instructor in Textiles and Clothing
Frederick J. D. McKinney, B.S., M.A.—Assistant Professor of Social
Studies
Lewis W. McKissack, A.B., B.S.—Professor of Architectural and Me
chanical Drawing; Chairman of Department of Engineering
Vernon McCain, B.S., M.S.—Instructor in Health and Physical Educa
tion
Mae Etta McCain, B.S.—Assistant in the Department of Elementary
Education
William C. McNeill, B.S.—Acting head of the Department and Asso
ciate Fh'ofessor of Physics
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Marion Richards Myles, B.S., M.A., Ph.D.—Associate Professor of
Biology
Virginia S. Nyabongo, A.B., M.A., Ph.D.—Professor of Romance Lan
guage
Roberta 0. Peddy, B.S., M.A.—Assistant Professor of Eleinentary
Methods and Supei'vision
Charles Parrish, B.A., M.A., Ph. D.—Visiting Professor of Sociology
Irene B. Peebles, B.S.—Assistant in Nursery School
Kathleen H. Poag, A.B., M.S.—Instructor in Sociology
Thomas E. Poag, A.B., M.A., Ph.D.—Director of the Division of Hu
manities and Professor of English and Speech
Gwendolyn Pyrtle, B.S., D.S. C.—Instructor in Biology
Sara P. Robinson, B.S., M.S.—Instructor in Home Economics, Resident
Teacher Ti-ainer
Collye L. Riley, A.B., B.L.S.—Assistant Professor of Library Service
Charles E. Rochelle, B.A., M.A., M.S., Ed.D.—Visiting Professor of
Education
Alvin W. Rose, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.—Director of Division of Political and
Social Science, and Professor of Sociology
Clem Russ, B.S., M.S.—Assistant Professor of Biology
Cecil Ryan, B.S.—Assistant Professor of Aviation Education
Frances A. Sanders, B.S., M.A.—Professor of Elementary Education
Annie G. Sasser, B.S., M.S.—Instructor of Mathematics
Earl L. Sasser, B.S., M.A., Ph. D.—Professor of English
Bertha M Sawyer, B.S., M.A.—Consultant in Home Economics
*Adolph T. Scott, B.A., M.A.—Assistant Professor of Economics and
Business Administration
John H. Sharpe, B.Mus., M.Mus.—Chairman and Professor of Music
Alfred W. Shute, B.S., M.S.—Professor pf Animal Husbandry
Beulah S. Shute, B.S.—Instructor in Foods and Nutrition
Major F. Spaulding, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.—Head of the Department and
Professor of Agronomy
Alfred S. Spriggs, B.S., M.S.—Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Preston E. Stewart, B.S.—Associate Professor of Building Construc
tion
Marie B. Strange—Director of Concert Singers and Assistant Profes
sor of Music
Harry W. Taylor, B.S.—Instructor of Auto Mechanics
Henry L. Taylor, B.S., M.S.—Assistant Professor of Poultry
Frances E. Thompson, B.S., M.A.—Professor of Art
Erly J. Thornton, B.S., M.S., Assistant Professor of Poultry Science
Charlie F. Tillman, A.B., A.M.—Associate Professor of Education
Carr A. Treherne, A.B., M.D.—Instructor in Health and College
Physician
Mazie 0. Tyson, B.S., M.A.—Head of Department of Geography, Asso
ciate Professor of Geography
Alma T. Watkins, B.S., M.A.—Chairman of the Department of Modern
Foreign Language, Associate Professor of Romance Language
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Furman F. Williams, B.S.—Head, Department of Building Trades
Velma V. Watters, A.B., M.A., Assistant Professor of Education
David A. Williston, B.S.—^Professor of Horticulture and Landscape
Architecture
Peggy Williams, B.S.—Instructor in Physical Education
Louis J. Willie, A.B., M.B.A.—Instructor of Business Education
*Raleigh Wilson, B.S., M.A.—^Associate Professor of History
Theodore R. Wood, B.S.—^Technician, Department of Animal Industry





The State Normal Schools of Tennessee were established by an act
of the General Assembly of 1909. That Act was popularly known as the
General Education Bill, and included appropriations for all public school
agencies of the state.
Agricultural and Industrial State Normal School at Nashville opened
June 19,1912. In 1922 the institution was raised to the status of a four-
year state teachers' college, and was empowered ot grant the bachelor's
degree. The first degree class was graduated in June, 1924.
In 1941 the General Assembly authorized the State Board of Educa
tion to establish a program of studies in Elementary, Secondary, and
Vocational Education leading to the master's degree.
The plant of Tennessee State College is evaluated at more than three
million dollars and the campus is one of the most beautiful in the entire
South. It is situated on the banks of the Cumberland River. It is located
in the corporate limits of the city of Nashville.
The Summer Quarter has the use of the entire plant of the College
including dormitories, dining halls, recreation rooms, laboratories, and
libraries.
Purpose of the College
The General Education Law of 1909 which created the state teachers'
training schools clearly defined the purpose for which they were estab
lished. The law outlined the nature and scope of "the education and
professional training of the teachers for the public schools of the State."
Accordingly the Agricultural and Industrial State College attempts to
give those who attend it the education, discipline, training, and skill that
will best prepare them to teach in public schools. The aim of the school is
to prepare teachers for high school and elementary positions and to car
ry out the agricultural and Industrial programs laid down for land-grant
colleges.
Living Accommodations
There are four residence halls on the campus which provide oppor
tunities for personal, social, and intellectual companionship and exper
ience in group living. Each student should bring a pillow, sheets, pil
low cases, spreads, blankets, curtains, towels, dresser and table covers
and any other articles which will make rooms comfortable and attrac
tive. Excellent meals are available in the college cafeteria.
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Entertainment and Recreational Facilities
Nashville, the Athens of the South, offers unusual cultural advantages
because of the neighboring colleges and civic organizations which spon
sor varied programs—concerts, lectures, dramatic productions. Sections
of the city and the environs are of remarkable scenic beauty.
Artificial lakes and nearby sites are available for picnics and outings.
The Recreation Hall is open for social dancing and parties. In the
Gymnasium there are provided facilities for all: a swimming pool, bad
minton courts, table tennis, volley ball, and other sports. College tennis
courts are open to all students.
Accreditation
The College is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools and by the American Association of Teachers Colleges
as a Class A institution. It is a member of the Teachers College Exten
sion Association.
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ADMISSION TO THE SUMMER QUARTER
Admission to the Summer Quarter is gi-anted on the same terms as
in other regular quarters to students seeking either undergraduate or
graduate ci*edit, and to auditors. Undergraduates my register for 9
hours of credit (3 full courses) per term of six weeks; g:i*aduates may
register for 6-7'/^ hours of credit (2-2^ full courses) per term of six
weeks. Auditors may enroll in any three courses per term.
Students who plan to work toward degrees should present to the
Registrar complete transcripts of high school and college credits before
registration.
CREDIT AND CLOCK HOURS
Courses without laboratory normally meet six hours per week for
six weehs, and offer three quarter hours of credit each.
Courses with laboratory normally meet twelve hours per week and
offer four houi's credit. The summer term is divided into two six-week
periods.
CLASS ATTENDANCE AND ABSENCES
For credit in a course, a student may not enter after the class has
met one time more than the number of hours credit the course carries.
Absences are counted beginning with the first day after registration.
A record of the student's attendance and punctuality in each class
is kept by the instructor as an inseparable part of the student's achieve
ment. When, in the instructor's judgment, a student's absences cause his
classwork to suffer, the instructor shall request the Dean of the College to
drop the student from the class with an "F" (failure).
CLASS AUDITORS
All classes of the Summer Quarter are open to auditors; that is,
to persons who desire to attend classes without receiving any credit.
Auditors may register for any three courses at any time during a term,
but will not be permitted to take examinations in the courses audited.
EXAMINATIONS
Final. In each term, final examinations will be held in all classes on
the hours of the last class meeting.
Condition. Conditions incurred in any quarter must be removed by
taking examinations in the subjects conditioned during the first week of
the student's re-enrollment in the College. Definite arrangements for
condition examinations must be made by the student with the Registrar.
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CHANGES IN COURSE OF STUDY
1. To drop a course, after registration has been completed, a student
must obtain a statement of permission, signed by his faculty adviser, the
division director, and the teacher of the course, and present it to the
Registrar for permanent record.
2. To enroll in a course, after registration has been completed, a
student must obtain a statement of permission signed by his faculty













♦Applies to workshop students only.
Please send all monies by money order or cashier's check payable to
A and I State College.
GRADUATE STUDY
Course requirements. For the master's degree, a total credit of
forty-five quarter hours is required, consisting of one major subject and
two minors, or one major and one minor. With the approval of the
Committee on Graduate Study, all work may be done in the major sub
ject, but must be done under at least two professors. Credit in the
major subject, including the thesis, shall be not less than nine nor more
than eighteen hours.
As undergraduate prerequisites for graduate study, a student must
have completed his major and minor subjects such work as the depart
ments concerned, with the approval of the Committee on Graduate
Study, may require. The prerequisite for a graduate major usually
amounts to an undergraduate major or its equivalent, and in no case may
be less than two courses of full collegiate grade extending through the
year. Deficiency in undergraduate prerequisites must be made up by
taking courses for which graduate credit will not be given.
At least thirty-six quarter hours of credit in the major subject
(exclusive of the thesis) must be from courses in the 500 group. To
obtain graduate credit in courses numbered 300 and 400, a graduate
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student must do more and better work than undergraduate students.
Only those courses numbered 800-600 will be accepted for credit toward
a Master's regree.
The Summer Quarter offers major work in the departments of Ag-
ricultme. Business Education, Economics, Education, English, History,
Home Economics, Industrial Education, Physical Education, Political
Science, Psychology, and Sociology. Minors are available in many other
departments not offering strictly graduate courses.
Other regulations. Graduate students completing their theses during
the Summer Quarter shall submit their thesis to their major professor
not later than July 9, and the professors, after examination and approval
of the thesis, shall submit them to the Committee on Graduate Study for
final approval not later than July 30.
The residence requirement for the Master's degree may be satisfied
by the three complete Summer Quarters of twelve weeks each. It is not
required that the work be taken in consecutive sessions, although this
is preferable. Students must complete the requirements for a Master'!
degere within six years after the date of entrance into the Graduate
School. Students who, in finishing thesis of comses, use the resources of
the College (the professors for conferences, the library, etc.) during a
fourth Summer Quarter must pay all the regular graduate fees for such
term or terms of work.
Graduate students working on theses may not register for more than
six hours of credit in each term. Those not working on theses may reg
ister for a maximum of seven and one-half hours. The thesis should be
started in the first term.
A minimum grade of "C" and an average grade of "B" or better are
required of those to whom a master's degree is awarded. A final orw
examination, in addition to the regular course examinations, is required
of all candidates.
INSTRUCTIONAL OFFERINGS
UNDERGRADUATE DIVISION—Courses leading to teacher's cer
tificates and the bachelor's degree—^maximum load 18 quarter hours for
12 weeks or 9 quarter hours for 6 weeks.
A. All required education courses needed for renewal or securing
of high school or elementary certificates.
B. Major courses in the Division of Agriculture, Business, Engineer
ing, Home Economics and Liberal Arts.
C. Freshman required courses for high school graduates who desire
to begin their college course in June.
GRADUATE DIVISION—Courses leading to master's degree—max
imum load 15 quarter hours per 12 weeks or 7% quarter hours per 6
weeks.
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WORKSHOPS—Three weeks only (June 7-26) maximum credit 4V2
quarter hours.
A. Vocational Agriculture—for experienced and prospective teachers
of Smith-Hughes Vocational Agriculture.
B. Acquatic School (June-21-July 1)—Conducted by the American





For complete information regarding certification, Tennessee teachers
should see a faculty adviser in the College of Education. Following is a
brief summary of these requirements:
TEACHERS! CERTIFICATES
New Professional Certificates
Every student who wishes to earn a teacher's certificate or to renew
one should write to his own state department of education for the i*egu-
lations regarding the issuance and renewal of certificates in his own
state. This should be done before the student enters the Summer Quarter
BO that he may plan his summer study to include courses needed for
certification.
Supervisor's Certificate requires that applicant:
a. Be a gi*aduate of an approved college or university;
b. Have completed at least twenty-seven quarter hours in educa
tion, including general and special methods; school supervision
and administration;
c. Have had twenty-four months' experience in school work; and
d. Be not less than twenty-four years of age.
High School Teacher's Certificate requires that applicant:
a. Be a gi-aduate of an approved college or university;
b. Have completed twenty-seven quarter hours of Education, in
cluding:
(1) Educational Psychology, 3 hours (Ed 243)
(2) Principles and organization of secondary education,
3 hours (Ed 341).
(3) Materials and methods in high school subjects and di
rected or practice teaching, 9 hours (Ed 842-4il-72); or
materials and methods in high school subjects, 9 hours.
(4) Elective (No more than 3 hours in each), 12 hours,
chosen from: (a) history of education; (b) adolescent
psychology; (c) educatioanl tests and measurements;
(d) high school administration, and management; (e)
education sociology: (f) curriculum of the high school:
(g) philosophy of education; (h) general psychology
(i) mental hygiene.
c. In addition, for certification in particular subject matter fields
a high school teacher must complete:
(1) Art, a minimum of eighteen quarter hour's.
(2) Bible, a minimum of eighteen quarter hours.
(3) Commercial subjects, a minimum of 27 hours in the
commercial Law, and economics, a minimum of 9 hours
in each; to teach office management and salesmanship,
a minimum of 6 hours in each.
(4) English, a minimum of 36 quarter hours.
(5) History and other social sciences; to teach history a
minimum of 18 quarter hours in history, including 6
hours each in American and European history, and 9
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hours in related social sciences—civics, commercial law,
economics, geography, and sociology. To teach any of
these related subjects 6 hours are required, with the
exception of civics, for which 3 hours are required.
(6) French, German, Spanish, Latin, a minimum of 18 hours
in each.
(7) Home economics (non-vocational), 36 quarter hours,
including 12 hours each in foods and nutrition; clothing
and textiles; and home management house furnishings,
child care, and home nursing.
(8) Industrial arts, 27 quarter hours. To teach woodwork,
metals, applied electricity, graphic arts, and mechanics,
9 hours in each are required. To teach in any one of
these fields, 18 quarter hours are required.
(9) Mathematics, 18 quarter hours, including college al
gebra.
(10) Physical education and health, 21 quarter hours, in
cluding a minimum of 9 hours in health, 9 hours in
physical education, and 3 hours in health and physical
education (education). (For specific course require
ments, consult the Department concerned.)
(11) Music, 18 quarter hours, including theory, harmony,
history, and appreciation of music.
( 2) Science, 27 quarter hours, including 9 hours in those
sciences he is certified to teach (biology, chemistry,
sics). To teach general science, two of these sci-
must appear on a certificate. To teach biology,
fered^^ botany and zoology must be of-
^  ̂ fifndani'onf hours, including such courses as
bating etc^ ̂  ° speech, dramatics, public speaking, de-
^  ̂ -v (agriculture, home economics,
S  of Vocation-
for de-
Elementary Teachers' Certificate requires completion of-
b. Completion of 90-108 uarter hours of credit, including:
ifoOTs appreciation and applied, 6
(2) General and child psychology, 6 hours.
(3) Materials and methods in elementary school subjects
and supervised observation of teaching, 9 hours.
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(4) Directed participation and teaching, 3 hours.
(5) English composition, oral and written, 9 hours.
(6) Survey of English and American literature, 6 hours.
(7) Children's literature, 3 hours.
(8) Health, including health service, nutrition, ahd health
instruction content, 9 hours.
(9) Music, appreciation of and public school, 6 hours.
(10) Physical education, plays and games, 3 hours.
(11) Biological science or nature study, 9 hours.
(12) Social sciences, problems of civilization or American
history and civics, 9 hours; and geography, 9 hours.
(13) Electives, 2 to 21 hours.
Renewal of Certificates. Work for renewal must be begun during
the life of the certificate. To renew a certificate, the applicant must com
plete the following:
a. For a two-year examination certificate, 6 weeks residence in
college and three courses given at least 6 quarter hours of credit.
b. For a four-year examination certificate, 12 weeks residence and
12 quarter hours of credit, including 3 hours in Education.
c. For a four-year professional certificate 12 weeks residence and
12 quarter hours of credit (including 3 hours in Education), and
evidence of two years of teaching experience during the life of
the certificate.
d. For a one-year professional certificate, 12 weeks residence, and
12 quarter hours of credit, including 3 hours in Education.
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SPECIFIC QUALIFICATIONS FOR ELEMENTARY
TEACHERS
A Professional Certificates.
A permanent professional certificate shall be issued to the applicant
for the position of teacher in elementary schools who has completed a
two-year cun-iculum for elementary teachers in a State Teacher College
or State Normal School or an equivalent curriculum in the University of
Tennessee, or other college or university approved by the State Com
missioner and State Board of Education, who has had at least 18 quarter
hours in education.
The two-year curriculum requiring 72 weeks in college, completion of










.'Vrts—Fine and Practical, Appreciation and Applied 6
Education—
a. Psychology—General and Child 6
(Schools on semester plan may take these 2 semester
hours each.)
0. Materials and methods in the various elementary school
subjects, including supervised observation. (Should in
clude such subjects, as the teaching of reading, arithme
tic, spelling, penmanship, language, geography, health,
etc., or in the new type of curriculum, large units, ac
tivities for various grades, citizenship, local and state
history g
c. Directed observation, participation and teaching 3
English—
a. Composition, oral and wi-itten 9
b. Survey, American and English Literature 6
c. Children's Literature. (Should include world literature
suitable for children) 3
Health. (May include such subjects as personal, child,
and community hygiene; child care; nutrition; children's
diseases)
Music—Appreciation and Public School Music
Physical Education. This should be plays and games for
elementary schools
Science—
a. Science for the grades, or nature study, or general
science 9
18
b. or Biology 9
General Infoi'viation 23
8. Social Science—
a. Problems of Civilization 9
or American History and Civics 9
b. Geography 9 18
9. Electives From 3 to 21
Total range for the two-year curriculum—^from 90 to 108
Quarter Hours.
Applicants who entered college befoi-e the fall ter*m of 1938 are not
required to conform to the two-year cui-riculum, but all credits to be
earned for elementary certification since 1938 should be selected from
the areas set up in the above two-year progi-am.
COLLEGE GRADUATES WHO DESIRE AN
ADDITIONAL CERTIFICATE
(To change from high school certificate to elementary certificate
after gi'aduation and vice versa.)
The holder of a permanent profesisonal high school certificate may
obtain the permanent professional elementary certificate upon completion
of the following courses:
1. Methods:
a. Teaching the social studies in grades : 3
b. Teaching the language arts — 3
2. Public school music for elementary grades 3
3. Art for elementary gi-ades 3
4. Health for elementary grades ^ 3
5. Student teachings on the elementary school level 3
Total 18 Qt. Hrs.
The holder may change from a permanent professional elementary
certificate based on four-year cuiTiculum to high school:
1. Meet the quarter hour requirements in high school subjects 6
2. Materials and methods courses in two fields of secondary
subjects in which the applicant will become certified 6
3. Principles of secondary education 3
4. Student teaching on the secondary level in a certified area- 3
Total 18 Qt- Hrs.
The above was approved by the State Board of Education on May 8,
1942, and applies to those who enter collegR with the fall term of 1938
or since and wish to change from the area of teaching to the other.
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CHANGES IN CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
Effective July 1, 1949
Approved by the State Board of Education, November 8, 1946
I. French, German or Spanish. The applicant shall offer a minimum
of 27 quarter hour credits for certification in each modern language.
n. Library Science
A. Librarian (whole-time). 45 quarter hours credits. Graduation
from a library school accredited by the American Library Associa
tion or from an institution accredited by the State Board of Educa
tion with 45 quarter hours in library science.
B. Teacher-Librarian. 18 quarter hours credits. Bachelor's Degree
from a college approved by the State Board of Education for teacher
4Taining with a minimum of 18 quarter hours in library science. This
training shall include:
1. Administration
2. Bibliogfraphic or Reference
3. Practical Work
Any teacher-training institution, approved by the State Board
of Education, which plans to train teacher-librarians should apply
for inspection of its library facilities to the State Department before
beginning the training.
III. The professional requirements for high school teachers are:
A. Education, Psychology
B. Principles of Secondary Educa
tion
C. Materials and methods of or
Teaching Methods in Certified
Teaching Areas and
Materials and Methods or
Teaching Methods in Certified
Areas
or
Directed and Practice Teaching
in Certified Areas
and
Materials and Methods or
Teaching Methods in Certified
Areas
3 quarter or 3 semester hour credit
8 quarter or 3 semester hour credit
6 quarter or 3 semester hour credit
3 quarter or 3 semester hour credit
3 quarter or 3 semester hour credit
TOTAL 15 quarter or 12 semester hour credit
General Information 25
Note: The materials, methods and teaching courses or practice teach
ing courses will be limited to those areas of study in which the student
will become certificated. The practice teaching credits must show on the
application for certification the areas in which the teaching is done. Prac
tice teaching will be limited to a maximum of 6 quarter hours unless an
inspection by the State Board of Education indicates the facilities are
adequate for additional credits.
D. The remaining 12 quarter hours or 6 semester hours of the 27
quarter hours or 18 semester hours required for certification are
elective and will be selective from the list of courses as now out
lined on page 7 of the certification bulletin.
IV. Public School Music. The application shall offer a minimum of 36





3. Winds and Percussion
C. Appreciation and History
D. Conducting
E. Instrumentation or Arrangement of Music
F. Teaching Public School Music—High Sch.
G. Teaching Band and Orchestra in High Sch.

























THE ABOVE CHANGES WILL BECOME EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1949.
. COLLEGE TESTING BUREAU
Testing Bureau. The school maintains a testing bureau for the serv
ice of the college and the public schools of the State. Primarily the bureau
offers the service of machine scoring standardized tests.
The bureau will open during the summer quarter and offers the fol
lowing services to public school teachers enrolled in summer school:
1. A demonstration of machine scoring of tests and instruction
relative to special pencils and answer sheets which must be
used if tests are to be machine scored.
2. Information relative to publishers and catalogues, and assistance
in selecting standardized tests for any subject, grade, or any
special purpose such as intelligence testing, diagnosing subject
disabilities, discovering interests by means of interest inventories,
and personality testing.
3. Assistance in planning a testing program for a school.
4. A display of the better types of public school tests.
Summer school students interested in any or all of the above services
should register the interest with the Dean not later than the first week of
summer school. If the group is large enough a seminar class in'public
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PROGRAM FOR VETERANS
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The Office of Veterans' Affairs (Industrial Building Room 201) is
M  maintained for the following reasons:
m
To inform military personnel about to be discharged or veterans
already discharged of their rights imder the provisions of the Ser
vicemen's Readjustment Act (Public Law No. 346, 78th Congress)
To explain how these benefits apply to Veterans (men and women)
who wish to enroll in Tennessee State College
To give counseling service to veterans when they register in the
college, and
To serve as a liaison between governmental and local agencies and
the college on problems relating to .the Veteran for wholesome ad
justment.
ADMISSION
All veterans interested in the education offered by Tennessee State
College, write to the Officer of Veterans' Affairs either using the Veterans'
application blank or writing a letter. The Education Counselor will see
that your questions are promptly and authoritatively answered and will
'p provide you with all the information for admission to the College.
All veterans who are entering Tennessee State College as new stu
dents must file an application on the approved Veterans' application
I  blank, and submit previous scholastic record from either high school or
college and a photostatic copy of honorable discharge. Applications must
be on file one month prior to date of registration. Final decision on ad
mission is in the hands of the Committee on Admissions. All scholastic
records will be submitted to the Registrar for evaluation.
All former students who are now veterans must file an application for
readmission on the Veterans Application blank and return to the Office
of Veterans' Affairs one month prior to re-entrance.
In order to expedite time in receiving subsistence checks, veterans
are advised to contact their local Veterans Administration Office at the
earliest possible date after discharge to apply for educational benefits
under the G I Bill of Rights. If the veteran is eligible for training he
will receive a Letter of Eligibility and Entitlement which he is requested
to bring to the college on the day of registration.
All Inquiries relative to the education of veterans under the G I
Bill of Rights are centralized in one office as a matter of convenience,
veterans who are considering applying for admission or readmission to
Tennessee State College should write directly to:
Office of Veterans' Affairs
Tennessee A & I State College
Nashville 8, Tennessee
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FEES
Tuition costs, laboratory fees, books and supplies for the furtherance
of the Veteran's education, the total cost not to exceed $500.00 a school
year will be paid to the college by the Federal Government in accordance
with established charges to other students. Board, other living expenses
and travel incident to the student's education will not be paid by the Vet
erans Administration, but by the individual. Room and board must be
paid in advance.
LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS
Due to the over-crowded condition that exists in the dormitories,
comfortable living quarters are not available to additional students on
the campus, but applications for rooms in the Veterans dormitories may
be made in the Office of Veterans Affairs. Vacancies are filled according
to date of application. At the present time Veterans may enroll as day
students and live in the city.
COURSES OFFERED
Veterans who qualify are permitted to enroll in any department that is
open to other students with the same qualifications. The division of Ag
riculture, Business Administration and Engineering offer special terminal
courses to those persons who are of sub-college level or those who do
not plan to work toward a degree. Upon satisfactory completion of
work in these special courses, the student will receive a certificate of
attainment.












Repairing of Household Appliances
Sheet Metal
The general entrance requirements will be those for admission to high
school or above. It is preferred that veterans who will enroll for these
courses will have had at least two years of high school work, however, the
institution will not deny any veteran the opportunity of preparing for
gainful employment if he has not had two years of high school work. A
trainee must be able to read understandingly literature in his respective
field.
Veterans who have not completed high school are eligible to enroll
in Vocational Trade Courses not leading to a degree.
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CLASS ATTENDANCE
Veterans are required by the Veterans Administration to attend
classes regularly. When a veteran is absent three consecutive days
without notice to the Office of Veterans' Affairs that the absence is due
to illness or for some other good reason, the Office of Veterans' Affairs
is required on the third day to notify the Veterans Administration on the
presumption that training has been interrupted or discontinued, where
upon, the Veterans Administration will discontinue the veteran's sub
sistence allowance.
Veterans' training, conduct, and progress must at all times be main
tained in a satisfactory manner, conforming to the ideals of Tennessee
Cfofii College.
COURSES OFFERED IN SUMMER QUARTER
1948
Divisions of Instruction Arranged Alphabetically
The College does not guarantee to conduct courses enrolling fewer
than ten students. Courses numbered 300 and below are undergraduate;
those numbered in the 400's may be taken for undergraduate or for grad
uate credit; those numbered 500 and above are graduate. Unless other
wise stated, all courses meet daily and carry three quarter hours of credit.
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DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE
The Division of Agriculture offers instruction in the general field of
agriculture and provides the student with the opportunity for specialized
training in one Major and one Minor field of concentration in Agriculture.
This gives the foundation required for those who desire to go directly into
farming, teach vocational agriculture in the secondary schools, enter the
field of agricultural extension work, or to enter some more specialized
phase of the agricultural industry.
AGRICULTURAL WORKSHOP
June 7-25, 1948
The program for the Summer Workshop for Teachers of Agriculture
will be devoted to Agricultural Engineering Tor All Types of Classes, and
supervision of progi'ams in Institutional On-Farm Training for Veterans.
Our plan is to work with our In-Teachers of Vocational Agriculture for
fifteen days. The morning periods will be devoted to Agricultural Engi
neering and the afternoon periods devoted to Institutional On-Farm Train
ing for Veterans.
A study will be made of the problems confronting In-Service Teachers
of Agriculture in each of the areas considered. Time will be given to
methods of teaching farm shop, together with development of skills neces
sary for the teacher of Ag^inculture to know.
The Summer Workshop will be open to In-Service teachers, gi'aduate
students and advanced undergraduate students. The course will offer 4%
hours of graduate credit or 4^/^ hours of undergraduate credit.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
First Term
A Ec 201. Agricultural Economics. (3) The principles of eco
nomics as applied to the special problems of agriculture, land values, farm
ownership, tenacy, farm credit, farm labor, price movements, and market
ing.
A Ec 301. Marketing Agricultural Products. (3) The development
of marketing, its scope, channels and agencies of distribution, functions,
costs, methods used and services.
A Ed 402. Mthods and Materials in Special Education for Out-of-
Scltool Youths and Adults. (3) A consideration of the problems of
organization and leadership of out-of-school groups in rural areas. Spe
cial attention is given to the use of the conference procedure with its
utilization of the greater background of experience of the members of
part-time and evening classes.
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A E 201. An Introduction to Agricultural Engineering. (3) A
study of the field of agricultural engineering, power in agriculture, power
transmission, belts, gears, mechanisms, bearings, gauges and measure
ments, and laboratoiT techniques. Prerequisite: Permission of the Direc
tors of the Division and the Head of the Department.
A E 301. Farm Buildings, Materials and Methods. (3) A study of
farm building materials, concrete, lumber, roofing, insulation, ventilation,
points, and finishes, including use, methods of application, cost estimates
from drawings, blue-prints and quantity surveys, within the area.
Agr 202. Soils. (3) An introduction to the study of the principles
of soil formation, the nature and properties of soils and their relation to
plants. Prerequisites: Chemistry 101-2-3.
Agr 203. Fertilizers. (3) The sources, manufacture and proper
ties of fertilizer materials; formulation and pi-eparation of mixed fertil
izers; the principles of fertilizer application.
Agr 502. (Fiber other than Cotton) Sugar and Root Crops. (3)
The distribution, characteristics and cultural requirements of flax, hemp,
sugar cane and sugar beets. Prerequisite: 202.
Agr 521. Seminar. (1) Discussions of cuiTent literature in Ag
ronomy. Prerequisites: 201-2 and permission of the instructor. 1 hour
credit each quarter.
A I 201. Elements of Dairying. (3) Introductory course surveying
the general field of Dairy Husbandry. Economic importance, breeds of
dairy cattle, their care and management, the composition and care of
milk.
A I 301. Purebred Livestock Production (Horses, Sheep and Swine).
(3) A study of the origin, development and characteristics of the major
breeds of horses, sheep and swine. Care and management of purebred
stock.
A I 501. Animal Feeding. (3) Study of the development in anima
feeding; experimental procedures and applications in commercial feeding.
A I 521. Animal Industry Seminar. (1) Discussion of current
Animal Industry literature.
H 103. Vegetable Gardening. (3) A basic study of the principles
and practices of home gardening.
H 301. Landscape Plants. (3) A study of form, habit, texture, and
adaptation of trees, shrubs, vines and herbaceous plants used in orna
mental planting.
H 302. Plant Propagation. (3) A study of the methods of propa
gating horticultural plants which includes seedage, cutting, grafting of
both economic and ornamental plants.
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H 311. Commercial Vegetaiile Production. (3) A course dealing
with the principles and practices of commercial vegetable production. A
study will be made of varieties, cultural practices, insect and disease
controls, grading, packing, storing, and marketing.
P H 101. Principles of Poultry Production. (3) The principles and
practices underlying reproduction and growth of the domestic fowl. It
includes the study of breeds, varieties and types of poultry.
P H 301. Poultry Physiology and Nutrition. (3) The nutritive re
quirements of the fowl are considered together with metabolism of nu
trients, respiration, digestion and excretion. The feeding of chicks on
deficient diets, influence of hormone administration on primary and
secondary characters and surgical techniques.
P H 331. Poultry Seminar. (1) Required by all Juniors majoring
in poultry husbandry and continued into the Senior year.
Second Term
A Ec 401. Farm Finance. (3) Farmers' credit needs, methods of
financing agriculture, and institutions supplying credit.
A Ec 411. Tabular and Graphic Presentation of Data. (3) A study
of tables and charts of simple magnitudes and their use in presenting
statistical data.
A E 401. Farm Power and Machinery. (3) This course includes
the repair, operation and construction of tillage, seeding and harvesting
m^ inery, and^ such service implements as wagons, manure spreaders,
and fertilizer distributors. A part of this course will include a study of
the construction operation and servicing of gas engines and tractors,
supplemented with the performance tests of gas engines and tractors in
the laboratory.
Agr. 201. Field Crops. (3) A survey of the different uses of land,
crop characteristics, adaptation, culture and use of the more important
field crop plants. Prerequisites: Biology 101 or Botany 111.
Agr 402. Soil Conservation and Management. (3) A study of
tillage, drainage, fertilization and rotation practices as they affect the
productive capacity of field soil.
Agr 501. Plant Breeding. (3) A study of the methods, principles
and results of plant improvement work. Hereditary variation and the
general principles of plant breeding. Prerequisites: 201, Biology 111.
Agr 522. Seminar. (1) Discussions of current literature in Ag
ronomy. Prerequisites: 201-2 and permission of the instructor. 1 hour
credit each quarter.
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A I 311. Dairy Farming. (3) Care and management of the dairy
herd; study of buildings and equipment; clean milk production and sani
tary regulations.
A I 401. Creamery Practice. (3) The care and operation of dairy
equipment. Produtcion and storage o fdairy products.
A I 511. Animal Improvement. (3) Study of the work being done
by the Department of Agriculture and other agencies in animal improve
ment.
A I 522. Animal Industry Seminar.
Animal Industry literature.
(1) Discussion of current
H 102. Landscape Gardening,
home and school beautification.
(3) Plant materials suitable for"
H 404. Processing of Fruits and Vegetables. (3) A study of cur
rent practices in the processing of fruits and vegetables. In addition to
laboratory work, the course will include visits to freezing and dehydrat
ing plants, and canning factories.
P H 401. Poultry Hygiene and Sanitation. (3) The principles
underlying sanitation and disease prevention as applied to the poultry
farm.
P H 411. Special Problems Jn Poultry Husbandry. (1) Each stu
dent will be required to make an exhaustive study of some particular
phase of poultry husbandry and write a report of his study and research.
The work must comprise in part original investigation.




A To provide teacher training in aviation' education.
B To prepare materials and develop techniques for the introduction
of aviation study in the standard school curricula on the college,
secondary and elementary levels.
C To provide flight experience and instruction for aviation teacher
trainees.
Services To The Prospective Trainee:
A Offers training in the subject matter related to general aviation
education for the individual trainee.
B
D
Provide opportunity of materials which may be of general value
or which may be of specific value in the individual school situation
of the trainee.
Provides opportunity for the trainee to experience and make
practical applications of the theories and techniques under actual
flight conditions and under supervision of selected flight personnel.
A, B and C will give to trainee the background necessary for ini
tiation of aviation study as general education on any level in his
home school or institution.
Sources of Potential Trainees:
A Anticipated trainees participating in the teacher training program
sponsored by the Tennessee Bureau of Aeronautics in cooperation
with Fisk University and the Tennessee State Department of
Education will serve as a basis. We have requested that the Bureau
of Aeronautics will make available sufficient funds to provide
scholarships for a minimum of thirty teachers from the State of
Tennessee.
B Institutions on all levels, both within the State of Tennessee (in
addition to those of scholarships) and outside the State of Tennes
see, which desire to make possible training for members of their
staffs will be invited to have these persons attend the Institute on
the same cost basis as will apply to the State Scholarship Trainees.
C Individuals who are teachers, prospective teachers, or who may de
sire to take the training will be invited to participate as above.
D Individuals who qualify to participate under provisions of the G I
Bills of Rights will be invited on the same basis.
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Flight Experience J. 111.00
Instructional Supplies and Material 23.00
Total: (Residents of Tennessee) ._?250.00
(Out of State Tuition) 75.00
Total: (Out of State Tuition) -$325.00
NOTE: A limited number of scholarships in the sum of $250.00 each
will be available for in-service teachers who are residents of
Tennessee.
Staff Available for Aviation Education Institute:
James E. Taylor, Jr., A.B., M.S., C.F.I.—Director, Instruction
James R. Lawson, Ph.D.—Instruction, Coordination
Cecil M. Ryan, A.B., C.F.I.—Instruction
George B. Turman, A. & E.—Instruction
Fred L. Weatherspoon, C.F.I.—Instruction
Areas of Interest For The Aviation Education Institute:
A General Aviation Education
a A survey course in aviation and general education. Covers sub
ject matter related to the following:
1. Civil air regulations
2. Navigation
3. Meteorology
4. Theories of aircraft and engines
5. Communications
6. Aircraft familiarization
7. Aviation implications in:
(a) Social studies
(c) Science and mathematics
(b) The humanities
Credit—6 semester hours. 108 clock hours.
Te meet 3 times per week—3 hours—12 weeks.
Instruction handled by staff assigmf^eJits.
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B Work shop in Aviation Education
a Study groups to prepare materials and recommend techniques
for the introduction of aviation study in the standard curricula.
These groups will make studies of the currently adopted and
standard text and work book materials and prepare supplemen
tary materials which may be specifically integrated and cor
related therewith.
Credit—4 semester hours—72 clock hours
To meet 3 times per week—2 hours—12 weeks
Instruction handled by staff assignments
0 Flight Experieince and Instruction
a Theory of flight
b General aircraft operations and rules
c Elementary flight maneuvers
d Application of principles of flight
Credit—2 semester hours—36 clock hours
To meet 3 times per week—1 hour—12 weeks
Instruction handled by the staff
Special Interest Events:
A Airport Instittue for all teachers attending the summer session
B Exhibits, demonstrations and special representatives from and in
behalf of manufacturers may be invited.
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DIVISION OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
AND BUSINESS EDUCATION
Objectives and Facilities
The Division of Business Administration and Business Education is
one of the largest divisions of the college. Among the aims of this
division are the following:
1. To provide training in the methods; techniques, and principles
underlying modern business as a foundation for careers in the business
field;
2. To provide students with a knowledge and understanding of the
changing and developing character of economic society, and of the
responsibility of educated men and women engaged in business' enter
prises;
3. To provide training in those phases of business that concern every
member of organized society;
4. To ti'ain teachers of business subjects for secondary schools, and
5. To provide specialized instruction for those who wish to engage
in specific occupations, including promotional and in-service training
for office and distributive occupations.
The division occupies most of the second floor of the Women's Build
ing. The teaching facilities include one large lecture room, one large
room for teaching typing, a room equipped for teaching shorthand and
accounting and a room equipped for teaching the operation and care of
office machinery.
The teaching equipment includes typewriters and varitype machines,
multigi'aph and multilith machines, calculating and adding machines,
addressograph, ditto, mimescope and graphotype machines. The typing




201.2 Calculating and Duplicating. (6) A study and application
of the use of calculating, duplicating, and miscellaneous office machines,
to a high degree of skill.
203. Filing. (3) Library Bureau Institute outlined courses of 80
hours offering practical work in all modern types of filing, as: Varia-
dex Alphabetic Correspondence, numeric, triple check automatic, geo
graphic, subject, transfer, follow-up methods, tab cards, and Soundex.
Office Administration (211 prerequisite.)
211. Typewriting. (1) For Office Administration majors, for pros
pective business majors, and so fai- as facilities permit for othr students
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who wish to acquire a working knowledge of typewriting. Special at
tention is given to practice in preparing typewi-itten outlines, reports,
letters, theses, and bibliographies in accordance with acceptable standards
of form and appearance. -Three hours, two half laboratory periods. One
hour credit.
301. Shorthand. (3)The fundamentals of Gregg Shorthand present
ed and applied through problems and practice in simulated office situa
tions. Prerequisite: Office Administration 211 or equivalent. Three
hours credit.
403. Applied Secretarial Practice. (3) This course is based on
an activity program which provides practical experience in representa
tive type of office situations. Particular attention is given to sources of
information on business subjects: preparation of manuscripts, briefs,
and reports; relation of the private secretary to the employer: job
analyses; improvement of transcription; and supervision of correspond
ence. One hundred hours of actual office experience are required.
Business Education
411. The Teaching of Typewriting and Shorthand. (3) For expe-
rience and prospective^ teachers of typewriting, shorthand, and related
o ice practice. Materials of instruction available to teachers are pre-
methods of developing original materials are considered and
app led through lectures, demonstrations, readings, and reports. Prere
quisite: Office Administration 211 and 301, or the equivalent.
Business Administration
,  ̂"""ples of Economics. (3) Principles and problems asso-cia e  ® production, exchange, and use of wealth. Open to fresh
men who have had Economics or Sociology in high school. Three hours
credit.
211. Element of Accounting. (3) A basic course in bookkeeping
an accoun ing theory and practice, requiring no previous knowledge of
bookkeeping. The bookkeeping process statements, revenue accounts,
controlling accounts, accruals, depreciation, bad debts, and various phases
of partnership and corporation accounting are treated. A prerequisite
to all other courses in Accounting. Two laboratory periods, one hour.
Three hours credit.
Statistics
321. Elementary Statistics. (3) A course in business statistics
designed especially for students in Office Administration, Business Edu
cation, and Distributive Education. The course consists of a study of
statistical sources and collection of data; the presentation of data in
tables, charts, and reports; the computation of ratios and percentage,,
averages, dispersion, and sampling errors. Three hours credit.
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Business Law
311. Business Law. (3) Fundamental principles of law most fre
quently involved in business transactions, including contracts, sales,
partnerships, master and seiwant, principal and agent, corporations, nego
tiable insti-uments, property, bailments, and common carriers, with the
view of enabling businessmen to avoid litigation. Three hours credit.
MARKETING
311. Marketing. A general survey of the Marketing structure, with
emphasis upon the functions, methods, policies, cost, and problems of the
farmer, manufacturer, wholesaler, broker, retailer, and other middlemen.
Special attention is given to principles, trends, and sales policy in rela
tion to marketing efficiency. Three hours credit.
INSURANCE
211A. History of Life Insurance. A survey of the chronological and
historical development of life insurance from its crudest hit-and-miss
stage to the scientific institution that it is today. This course also in
cludes the history and development of Negro life insurance. Three hours
credit.
211B. Fundamentals of Life Insurance. A study of the scientific
basis of life insurance with particular emphasis on its vocabulary, piopei-




201.-2 Calculating and Duplicating. (6) A study and application of
the use of calculating, duplicating, and miscellaneous office machines, to
a high degree of skill.
203. Filing. (3) Library Bureau Institute outlined courses of 80
hours offering practical work in all modern types of filing, as: ̂ Varia-
dex Alphabetic Correspondence, numeric, triple check automatic, geo-
grafic, subject, transfer, follow-up methods, tab cards, and Soundex.
Office Administration (211 prerequisite.)
212. Typewriting. (1) For Office Administration majors, for
prospective business majors, and so far as facilities permit for other
students who wish to acquire a working knowledge of typewriting.
Special attention given to practice in preparing typewritten outlines,
reports, letters, theses, and bibliogi-aphies in accordance with acceptable
standards of form and appearance. Three hours, two half laboratory
periods. One hour credit.
302. Shorthand. (3) The fundamentals of Gregg Shorthand pre
sented and applied through problems and practice in simulated office sit-
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nation. Prerequisite: Office Administration 211 or equivalent. Three
hours credit.
403. Applied Secretarial Practice. (8) This course is based on an
activity program which provides practical experience in representative
type of office situations. Particular attention is given to sources of in
formation on business.subjects: preparation of manuscripts, briefs, and
reports; relation of the private secretary to the employer: job analyses;
improvement of transcription; and supervision of correspondence. One
hundred hours of actual office experience are required.
Business Education
412. Teaching the Social Business Subjects: (3) Methods of class
room procedure in the teaching of general business, business law, busi
ness organization, elementary economics, and other business subjects
which have as their major objective the development of a better under
standing of the basic principles of business and the ability to solve more
intelligently the manifold business problems met by the individual in his
personal, social and civic activities. Three hours credit.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Second Term
312. Economics. (3) For description, see Economics 211.
212. Elements of Accounting. (3) The bookkeeping process state-
m^ts, revenue accounts, controlling accounts, accruals, depreciation, bad
e ts, and various phases of partnership and corporation accounting are
i^a . Prerequisite Accounting 211. Two laboratory periods, one hour.
Three hours credit.
322. Business Statistics. (3) This course covers statistical theory
directly applicable to the solution of business and economic
problems. Major topics: Index numbers; analysis of time series; simple
corre Prerequisite: Statistics 321. Two laboratory periods, one
hour. Three hours credit.
312. Business Law. (3) For description, see Business Law 311.
312. Marketing. (3) For description, see Marketing 311.
212A. Salesmanship and Marketing. This course is concerned with
marketing and merchandising the services of life insurance. It includes
the psychology of selling, the place of the salesman in society, dress,
voice, the approach, the client and professional ethics. Three hours
credit.
212B. Contract Analysis and Programming. A study of contracts,
property features and legal aspects of life insurance. This course is also
concerned with planned selling, settlement options, non-forfeiture fea
tures, social security and the employment of visual material. Three
hours credit.
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DIVISION OF EDUCATION
During the Summer Quarter the emphasis in the Division is placed
upon making available (1) institutes for in-service supervisors, principals
and teachers of special subjects (2) a program of graduate instruction
for advanced students (3) courses in education required for teacher cer
tification (4) courses in education, health and physical education, art,
music and library service.
During the Summer Quarter students may carry a full load of sub
jects leading to the bachelor of science degree, the master of science re-
gree or the master of education degree. Research seminars will be avail
able to assist graduate students in preparing research studies and theses.
In the Department of Health and Physical Education there will be
conducted an Aquatic School under the direction of the National Amer
ican Red Gross. A coaching clinic for directors of athletics in Tennessee
will also be made available under the direction of the coaching staff
of the institution. The coaching school will be held from June 7 through
June 26.
Under the direction of staff members in education the following organ
izations will be conducted: elementary education club, psychology club,
physical education, library service club. Membership in these organiza




101. Introduction to Public School Art. (3) This course includes the
rudimentary study of design and color and elementary drawing and paint
ing with emphasis upon beautiful hand work. The student is lead to
appreciate art by presenting to him and leading him to search for
things of beauty in nature and art. There is assigned reading to
acquaint the student with the scope of art and its application to daily
livink. "
200. A Laboratory Course in Crafts. (3) Prerequisites: Art 101
or Art 201.
201. Art Education. (3) The study of color and design as outgrowth
of experiences in art 101 with problems and methods. Development in
drawing (representation) and painting (free brush and flat tempera
painting.) The student is introduced to the art of lettering applicable
to elementary school problems and the teaching of manuscript writing
and poster making. The elementary principals of book making are in
troduced here. Opportunity is given for laboratory work so as to be
able to present problems and work with materials used in elementary
education. Art appreciation continued.
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241. Hobbycraft. (3) A craft progrram suitable for recreation cen
ters, summer camps. Scouts, Girl Reserves and indivaduals seeking a
craft hobby or those interested in pursuing a hobby. It is designed to
show possibilities and limitations of craft work to be done with time and
material limitations. It is our aim to discover and encourage creative
ability and to acquaint students with the tools and techniques of craft
work and the making of simple tools. The use of worthwhile v/aste mate
rials is encouraged.
301. Potterycraft. (3) Pottery making for beginners. Laboratory
problems in clay construction with the development of simple techniques;
hand building—piece method and coil method. Modeling in low relief
on plaques. Work may be built to fire or to cast in plaster. Pre
requisite: Art 101. Laboratory.
401. Art History. (3) The study of the art of the ancients with a.
view to better understanding to present day arcitecture, sculpture and the
minor arts. Offered to upper-classmen who have ability in art or in
terest in the cultural aspects of art.
Second Session
202. Art Education. (3) Continued study of color and design as it
is expressed in the public schools with problems and methods applicable
in the teaching of elementary school children. Further development in
drawing, lettering, book making, simple weaving, clay modeling, poster
making, stenciling and block printing. Prerequisites: Art 101-201.
243. Art Laboratory for Teachers and Supervisors. (3) This course
is designed to hel p.teachers and supervisors in the practice of art inte
gration in the school and the community. Prerequisite: Art 101.
311. Stage Design. (3) This course deals with the study and con
struction of miniature stage sets and experience with actual stage sets




231. Materials and Methods for Teaching in the Elementary School.
(3) Teaching of the principles of mathematics in the elementary grades.
232. Materials and Methods for Teaching in the Elementary School.
(3) The teaching of language arts.
233. Materials and Methods for Teaching in the Elementary School.
(3) The teaching of Social Studies in the elementary Grades.
243. Educational Psychology. (3) Prerequisite Psychology 211-212.
This course deals primarily with learning in the school situation. The
course is designed to trace the physical, emotional, social and mental
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gi'owth of the individual from infancy through adolescence, emphasizing
the relationship between growth and learning. The course further
presents the general principles of learning and those psychological prin
ciples which may effectively be applied to the learning situation in the
classroom.
253. Child Psychology. (3) Prerequisite: Psychology 211. The
principle ai mof this course is to teach the behavior and development of
young children which involves a continuous re-organization of experi
ences, as the child functions as an integrated whole.
341. Principles of Secondary Education. (3) A coui'so dealing with
the principles and practices of the Elementary School.
312. Measurements and Evaluation in the Elementary School. (3)
For prospective elementary and high school teachers who desire firsthand
experience in the use, constructions, and benefits of diagnostic procedures.
An understanding of and an appreciation for statistical concepts as they
relate to general education. Prerequisite: Successful completion of one
year of college work.
321. Teaching of Mathematics in Secondary Schools. (3)
342-3. General Methods in Secondary Schools. (3) This course is
a prerequisite for student teaching. Topics covered are classroom man
agement, unit and lession planning direction of the various learning
activities, selection and use of instructional materials and evaluation of
the teaching learning process.
362. School and Community Relations. (3) This coiurse includes the
following topics: the control of schools by boards of education, pressure
gi'oups, and pai-ents; the study of education institutions other than the
school; the attitude of the community toward teachers; responsibility of
teachers for exerting leadership in the community and ways in which
they can exert this leadership; adult education projects; and relation of
social backgrounds and school progress. Materials in this course will
consist of a standard z-eference in educational sociology, such as Cook's
Background of Education and also pamphlet material from community
agencies. It is recommended that student in the course actually pai'tici-
pate in community projects.
363. Extra-CurricuIar Activities and Guidance. (3) Registration
limited to thirty. Pei*mission of instructor required. This course covers
the principles and procedures involved in the supervision of assembly
programs, student civic organizations, academic clubs, musical organ
izations, hobby clubs, athletics, etc. A special area is the study of the
essentials of guidance programs which meet the educational, social, voca
tional and personal needs of high school pupils.
383. Pupil Guidance. (3) This course is designed for principles,
supervisors, and teachers concerned with the guidance program of the
school. The couise offei-s training in giving guidance to the individual
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student and in setting up a guidance progi-am of the school based on
measuring intelligence, diagnosing subject disabilities, case study of
pupils with problems, and the discovery of interests and aptitudes. Train
ing is oifered in conducting the personal interview with both the pupil
and the parent.
441. Educational Sociology. (3) This course deals with an applica
tion of education in the solution of Sociological problems.
450. Senior Project. (3).
211. General Psychology. (3) This course is required in the ele
mentary school curriculum and is a prerequisite for most courses in
psychology. This course, is in additional to cover general psychology.
381. Adolescent Psychology. (3) In this course prospective teach
ers, parents, social workers and supeiwisors and administrators in ele
mentary and secondary schools study the problem of adolescence, cover
ing the years from 14 to 19, in relation to the home, school and com
munity.
Second Session
332. History of Education in the United States. (3) A general
course which traces the development of the school system of the United
States.
341. Principles and Organization of Secondary Education. (3) This
is a required course for all teachers of the high school. It includes the
principles underlying the evolution of the present American high school
types of organization, the high school pupil, curricular offerings and
present-day problems with special reference to the Negro High Schools
of Tennessee.
313. Measurement and Evaluation in the Secondary Schools. (3) A
study of the construction, administration, scoring and interpretation of
standardized tests, scales, and inventories used in the measurement and
evaluation of pupil progress in the high school. Prerequisite: Educa
tion 243.
385. The School Curriculum. (3) This course includes the history
of the school curriculum in both the elementary and high school; over
view of the subjects now included in the curriculum and the forces that
caused them; the construction of units and other curriculum materials.
The materials for this course should include a basic textbook or reference
in curriculum issues of the Curriculum ournal, and publication of states
and cities dealing with special problems of the Negro schools.
323. Mental Hygiene. (3) Prerequisite: Psychology 211-212. This
is the introductory course in mental hygiene. The course is designed for
teachers and prospective teachers. It covers the principles of mental
hygiene and attempts to train the prospective teacher to practical mental
hygiene in the classroom; thus protecing her own mental health and
the mental health of her pupils.
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453. Social Psychology. (3) This course deals with the varied reac
tions of the individual to the group of the individual. A study is made
of the modifications of motives, emotions attitudes and prejudices by
group culture and influence. Prerequisites: Education 211, 212 and 243.
211. Psychology. (3) General Psychology.
GRADUATE COURSES
First Session
500. Seminar in Testing. Limited to Supervisors, Principals and
Teachers in-sei-vice who wish to plan a testing program. See Testing
Bureau in this bulletin.
502. School Administration. (3) A course designed for high school
and elementary principals who desire to do advanced work in school
administration.
511-12. Research and Thesis Writing in Education. (3) This course
is required of all students who arc working for the master's degree in
education.
531. Negro Education in the United States. (3) This course sur
veys the evolution and present status of the education of Negroes in the
United States.
525. Problems in Secondary School Instruction. (3) This course
considers secondary school problems in the fields of curriculum materials
and patterns, general technique and evaluation of the outcome of in
struction.
532. Advanced Educational Psychology. (3).
533. The High School Principal. (3) This course is designed pri
marily for high school principals or those who are planning to become
principals. Such topics as evolution to the principalship, nature and or
ganization of the principal's work, program making, selection of the
high school faculty, administration of a school and supervision of in
struction will be covered. Open only to graduate students and qualified
graduating seniors.
541. Counseling the High School Pupil. Three hours. Consideration
of high school pupils at various age levels; study of personal, social, vo-
seling techniques; modification of school program to meet needs of high
school pupils; record keeping; interpretation of data gathered about
pupils; role of homeroom teacher, principal, parents; I'elation to total
guidance program in school.
551. The Principal at Work. Three hours. A systematic study and
analysis of the work of a principal in a given school analysis of the
possibilities for development of the school program and formulation of
specific plans to foster such growth.
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553. The Supervisor at Work. Three hours. Evaluation of program
of work; program planning; report making; relation to superintendent;
relation to community agencies; relation to school principals; profession
al activities for teachers; publicity.
Supervisors will have an opportunity to plan their work for the next
school year.
591. Problems and Projects in Education. (3) This course surveys
the evolution and present status of the education of Negroes in the United
States.
Second Session
501. School Administration. (3) A course designed for high school
and elementary principals who desire to do advanced wor kin school
administration .
521. Educational Statistics. (3) This course studies the application
of statistical techniques to educational problems.
503. School Supervision. (3) An introductory course for school
supervisors with special reference to the work of Jeanes Supervisors.
522. History of Education. (3) This course offers a critical exam
ination of the social and educational experiences which have greatest
significance in explaining present educational policies, practices and in
stitutions.
Ji
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The summer-session progx-ain of the Department of Health and Physi
cal Education for 1948 has been redefined. In keeping with recent changes
in state educational policies which affect directly the curriculum, content,
and personnel of the public school systems of the state, the department
of health and physical education is supplementing its course oft'oiings for
the purpose of: (1) Meeting I'equirements of the several departments
of the college, (2) satisfying the needs and demands of the in-service
teacher, and (3) by providing a course sequence especially designed for
those special teachers who because of their designation are now teaching
health and physical education but who are not yet certified in these sub
jects. It is possible for special teachers who pursue the course sequence
as outlined by the department to qualify in two summers for certification
in health and Physical education.
HEALTH
First Session
211. Health Examination. (3) This course is designed to give a
general knowledge of the procedures set up to determine the health status
of the child. It relates ways and means of enlisting pupil, teachers, par-
nt cooperation and health protection and maintenance, with special em
phasis of the teacher's function in the school-health examination program.
212. School Hygiene. (3) The coui'se is concerned with giving gen
eral information of the total environment in which the child lives while
at school. Stress is placed on classroom conditions that are conductive
to healthful living, and the part the teacher, pupil, and janitor play in
maintaining a healthful school situation.
213. Health Instruction. Emphasis is placed on the acquisition of
a knowledge of child nature, soOrces of health information. Suggests
techniques and procedures for discovering health needs, with special
stress on practice in methods of planning, preparing, and presenting in
structional units in health.
301. Community Hygiene. (3) The course is designed to acquaint
students and teachers in the practices and procedures of controlling the
environment, especially those methods that are now in use in the conti'ol
of communicable diseases, food, water, waste materials, and other prob
lems of sanitation arising out of existing conditions in urban and rural
areas.
302. First Aid and Safety. (3) The course is designed for students,
teachers, and athletic coaches who most apt are to be faced with such
common emergencies that may arise in the home, tlie school, and on the
athletic field, gymnasium, or plaj'ground. Special emphasis is placed on
safety procedures to prevent, common accidents that arise in these areas.
Major consideration in the course is given to demonstration and prac-
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tice of general first aid care of emergencies; with specific stress placed
on bandaging, the controlling of bleeding, artificial respiration, and the
treatment of strains, bruises, sprains, wounds, and shock. Red Cross
certification is given.
490. Safety Education. (3) June 23-July 3. Red Cross National
Aquatic School. The school offers instructor training in water safety, first
aid, and accident prevention, with Red Cross specialists as instructors.
Its concentrated all-around aquatic train ing, available only in Red Cross
aquatic schools, is of especial interest to physical education majors and
minors and prospective waterfront directors and summer camp coun
cilors. The entire curricula is designed primarily to train instructors
for: Red Cross chapters, schools and colleges, youth and adult organiza
tions, and organized summer camps. A regular class schedule is main
tained throughout each day devoted to learning, analyzing, and teaching
the skills and the knowledge which apply to first aid water safety, and
accident prevention. Subjects offered in Water Safety are swimming,
diving, canoeing, boating, life saving and first aid. In First Aid the
courses are junior, standard, advanced and instructor first aid. The Acci
dent Prevention study includes home, home and farm, and junior acci
dent prevention. The pi-ogram combines study, discussion, demonstra
tions, and practice. Early evening sessions are devoted to seminars in
which the progi-am uses and program outlines for these activities are con
sidered and discussed.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
522. Intermediate Swimming. (2) Prerequisite. Students who are
able to swim at least one stroke a distance of sixty feet. Instruction in
the fundamental arm and leg stroke; techniques, plain diving, and ele
mentary forms of rescue leading to Red Cross certification.
323. Life Saving and Water Safety. (3) A professional course for
training teachers. Prerequisite: Ability to swim 440 yards. Px-actice in
all coordinated styles of swimming. Instruction in life saving and water
safety skills and techniques leading to American Red Cross Senior Life
Saving and Water Safety Instructor Certificates.
861. Adult Sports. (2) Instruction in practice of fundamental rules
and techniques of adult sports adaptable to Junior and Senior High School
facilities. The course shall include procedures for adapting class organ
ization to different available facilities and for making inexpensive equip
ment. Opportunities for participation in the various sports taught is
allowed. Required of all majors and minors.
332. Conditioning Exercises. (2) Intensive practice and practice
teaching of: Tennessee Ten different grade levels; additional formal
calisthenic conditioning and hand apparatus exercises. Explanation of




cedures. Estimates of physical activity leads for various groups. Re
quired of all majors and minors, and of those seeking state certification.
401. Play and Games for Elementary Schools. (3) Acquaints stu
dents and teachers with a working knowledge of the theory and practice
of rhythmic activities, nimetic activities, hunting games, story plays,
games, and sports, athletic games 2nd other activities as they are related
to the elementary school. The coxirse explains the best methods of
teaching these activities at the various age-grade levels. It also pro
vides a careful study of all the factors that make up a well rounded
physical education program in the elementary schools, including objw-
tives of the program, organization of the program, and activities of the
program. Included also is a discussion of play areas, equipment, and
supplies.
413. Program Planning in Health and Physical Education. (3) Ac
quaints students with the State and Recommended Programs of Health
and Physical Education. Stresses ways and means of incorporating health
an.dphysical education activities into the total school program. Empha
sis is placed on plans and procedures of adapting programs to local con
ditions.
422. Athletic Coaching and Officiating. (3) A survey of the coach
ing fields of football, basketball, and track and field. Stresses the variou
methods used in teaching fundamentals in these sports wit ana ysis
offensive and defensive techniques.
500. Techniques of Football and Basketball. (3) June 11 to 28.
A three weeks course for Coaches involving the intensive study of various
techniques in teaching boys the fundamentals of foot a an as
ball. Ample opportunity is allowed for the practical application of
techniques and fundamentals to learning situations. Emphasis is placed
on acquainting the coaches with the essentials of winning football a
basketball including the importance of conditioning and training, care ofequipment, duties of trainers and managers, correct p acemen o P '
fitting the offense and defense to the abilities and capabilities of the
players, and player-coach relationship.
501s. Festivals and Demonstration. (3) The course is open to men
and women. It is organized to acquaint students with methods, materials,
and techniques of working up and presenting pageants, festivals, ex
hibitions, carnivals, circuses, athletic events, special celebrations, and
events of similar nature. Includes a study and discussion of activities
calling for large numbers of participants, and methods of combining a
number of areas such as, dancing, dramatics, crafts, and athletics.

















